Fuzzy Based Contrast Enhancement Method for Lung Cancer CT Images
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Abstract: Computer aided diagnosis (CAD) has become most commonly used tool in the diagnosis and analysis of medical images such as Lung cancer detection, Brest cancer detection etc. Different type of medical image modalities are used in the diagnosis process by radiologist and physician such as radiographic images, computer tomography (CT) images, magnetic resonance images (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET) etc. In all analysis if the image quality is not proper then the performance of the CAD system is adversely effected. This work proposed a new Background suppressed fuzzy contrast enhancement (BSFCE) method to improve contrast of the CT images of lung cancer patient. The performance of proposed method have been extensively evaluated and compared with the two existing contrast enhancement techniques Histogram Equalization (HE) and Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) techniques in terms of Mean, Variance and Contrast-per-pixel (CPP). The results reflects that the proposed method outperforms the HE and AHE techniques.
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1. Introduction

From 1972 when computed tomography (CT) was introduced, its use has mostly substituted many imaging methods which have been inadequate in representing anatomy, pathology and more aggressive diagnostic checks[1]. The new technique like CT gives wide range of contract information as compare to normal X-ray film. Image de-noising or image enhancement is an appropriate technique that could help in removing or reducing the amount of noise mixed with the digital images [2-6]. Lung cancer is one of the most serious cancers in the world, with the smallest survival rate after the diagnosis, with a gradual increase in the number of deaths every year. Survival from lung cancer is directly related to its growth at its detection time. If detection is done earlier, the higher the chances of successful treatment are. An estimated 85% of lung CAD system for early detection of lung cancer helps on an automatic diagnosis of the lung nodule included in chest CT. The problem for detecting lung nodules in radiographs include variation in nodule size, appearing anywhere in the lung area, nodule appearance may same as bone etc. [7-8].

Jiping (2016) evaluate the value of contrast enhancement in terms of mean density and enhancement extent of lesions for the 26 patients with respect to pretreatment value P significant reduced (p=0) after effective treatment of patients. Very close investigation is required[3]. Sinha et al. (2015) proposed a non-linear method for removing salt and paper noise using modified fuzzy based decision algorithm for gray images only. However fuzzy filter can be design to remove all type of noise from images[5]. Sandeep et al. (2014) proposed contrast limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization for preprocessing of images. But the time taken could be reduce for feature extraction of images [7]. Surya et al. (2015) compared two contrast enhancement methods Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) and Brightness preserving bi histogram Equalization (BBHE) with respect to their PSNR and MSE. AHE fails to retain its brightness[12]. Bhagwati et al. (2015) discussed among Histogram Equalization, Histogram Specification and local Enhancement techniques for contrast enhancement of mammographic images and calculate their SNR(signal to noise ratio) and RMSE (root mean square error) but the other technique may also be checked for better result[11].

Ashwin et al. (2012) suggested a CAD system for the lung nodule detection using neural network. The contrast limited adaptive histogram method was used to remove the noise presented in medical image and improve the contrast. However the brightness value could be further increase[22]. Borra et al. (2015) used Brightness Preserving Bi Histogram Equalization and Adaptive Histogram Equalization methods for contrast enhancement which divide image histogram in two parts mean and median and then process is performed[24]. Cuifang et al. (2012) performed some investigation over fuzzy enhancement algorithm for pulmonary nodules and the result shows that this method improve the contrast of image on some extent and also reduce the blood vessel disturbing problem[25].

2. Proposed Method

Histogram Proposed Equalization (HE) and Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) are two conventional method to improve the contrasts in an intensity image. Histogram equalization is used widely to enhance the contrast of images in a various applications because of its simple function an effectiveness. A calculation of histogram done only for those pixels which are covered by the mask. Inside the mask the centre pixel will then be written to the resulting image. Then mask is moved one pixel towards right and compute a new histogram. For each row this process is continue for each pixel of image[11]. Histogram equalization mapping function supported over a certain size of a local window to determine each enhanced
density value. It acts as a local operation. Therefore regions occupying different gray scale ranges can be enhanced simultaneously. The HE method is useful where backgrounds and foregrounds of images are both bright or both dark[26].

Adaptive histogram equalization divided the image into many rectangular domains, compute an equalizing histogram and modify levels so that they match across boundaries. Depending on the nature of the non uniformity of the image. Adaptive histogram equalization uses the histogram equalization mapping function supported over a certain size of a local window to determine each enhanced density value. Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) method is particularly useful, where, both background and foreground are dark and represented by a set of narrow gray values hence we need effective technique which can enhance the bimodal histogram images.

The limitation of HE and AHE techniques lies on the fact that both perform well for single modal histogram images but the CT images of lung cancer false on the category of bimodal histogram, but the performance of both the techniques are poor. Several work has been done on contrast enhancement still more accuracy is needed. Here we are proposing the new method Background suppressed fuzzy contrast enhancement (BSFCE) to increase the contrast of input CT images.

The first step to collect lung CT images for preprocessing which is used to improve the image in terms of enhancing contrast, removing noise etc. Segmentation refer to the process of partitioning digital image into different classes such as edge detection, histogram thresholding, ANN and clustering technique. Post processing used to remove many false regions as possible and the nodules are classified as per their properties. CT images of the lungs are often very low in contrast, which is evident from their histograms that are narrow and concentrated only to certain gray level values. However, lung images contain minute details of the get obscured due to limited contrast, and hence, are not easily presented before doctors. This may lead to delayed diagnosis and even wrong treatment. Histogram equalization plays an important role in several such cases, however, while leaving local changes in contrast, unconsidered[22]. The projected CAD system involve the following steps as shown in Fig1

Following are the steps of proposed BSFCE algorithm.

Step 1. Apply background suppression of input image.

(a) Apply morphological opening operation to identify the background of the input CT scan image.
(b) Subtract the extracted background from the input CT scan image to get the foreground information.

Step 2. Now to calculate $X_{\text{max}}$ set the parameters $F_e,F_d$. 

$$F_e = 0.7, \quad F_d = \frac{x_{\text{max}}-x_{\text{mid}}}{6.5F_e-1}$$

Where $F_e, F_d$ are constants for image Fuzzification, and $X_{\text{max}}$ = Maximum gray value of input image.

Step 3. Define the membership function for Fuzzification. 

$$\mu_{mn} = G(X_{mn}) = |1 + \frac{x_{\text{max}}-x_{mn}}{F_d}|^{-F_e}$$

Where $\mu_{mn}$ is membership function.

Step 4. Using contrast intensification operator on fuzzy sets modify the obtained membership values [27].

$$\mu_{mn}' = \begin{cases} \frac{2[\mu_{mn}]^2}{1-2(1-\mu_{mn})^2}, & 0 \leq \mu_{mn} \leq 0.5 \\ 1-\frac{2[1-\mu_{mn}]^2}{1-2(1-\mu_{mn})^2}, & 0.5 \leq \mu_{mn} \leq 1 \end{cases}$$

Step 5. By Defuzzification process generate new gray levels of contrast intensified membership values.

$$g_{mn}' = G^{-1}(\mu_{mn}') = X_{\text{max}} - F_d \left( \frac{\mu_{mn}'-1}{2} \right) + F_d$$

3. Result and Discussion

In case of Bimodal Histogram image the mean and contrast per pixel (CPP) value must be close to the original value of input image because any increase in both the quality will generate artifacts or distortion in the enhance image if both the value were increase that means that the enhancement technique tries to convert bimodal into single modal histogram. To overcome the drawback of conventional techniques like HE and AHE and perfectly solve this issue we need a technique which can enhance the image by maintaining the bimodal characteristic of original image and simultaneously able to keep mean and CPP value closer to original image after enhancement. The proposed method Background suppress fuzzy contrast enhancement (BSFCE) will overcome the above problem and gives good contrast of input image.

A database of 100 images was formed. All the lung cancer images are taken from Pt. J. N. U. medical college hospital cancer unit of Raipur. Figure 2 and 3 shows an input images of lungs after denoising using wiener filter and compare result of three contrast enhancement methods HE, AHE and proposed method BSFCE over input images with respect to the parameters Mean, Variance and CPP to improve the image quality.
Finally, after comparing the result of HE and AHE in terms of Mean, Variance and CPP for CT images with our proposed algorithm back ground suppress fuzzy contrast enhancement (BSFCE) we can conclude that the BSFCE is better than HE and AHE in our CT images.

Table 1: Comparison of Mean, Variance and CPP for CT images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>CPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Image (CPW1)</td>
<td>88.72</td>
<td>6200.42</td>
<td>11.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE</td>
<td>127.67</td>
<td>5500.99</td>
<td>16.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHE</td>
<td>126.34</td>
<td>3533.52</td>
<td>16.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSFCE (Proposed)</td>
<td>95.52</td>
<td>9764.26</td>
<td>11.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Image (CPW9)</td>
<td>46.69</td>
<td>3460.02</td>
<td>5.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE</td>
<td>126.83</td>
<td>5393.89</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHE</td>
<td>117.03</td>
<td>2116.42</td>
<td>14.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSFCE (Proposed)</td>
<td>37.56</td>
<td>5713.85</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

In this paper, an attempt to compare two enhancement methods HE and AHE with proposed method BSFCE for increasing contrast of input images for better output. We can conclude with the parameters value of mean, variance and contrast per pixel from Table 1 that our method BSFCE mean and CPP values are near to input image values but value of variance is higher than Input, HE and AHE Images which is good for bimodal nature of image. Hence our proposed method is giving better contrast which is helpful to segment the affected region with proper area for detection of lung cancer.
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